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Becoming The Best: British Customs Publishes Interview With Legendary
Custom Motorcycle Builder Richard Pollock of Famed Mule Motorcycles

British Customs interviews legendary custom motorcycle builder Richard Pollock of Mule
Motorcycles about his upbringing, inspiration, and why he favors Triumph motorcycles.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 15, 2016 -- Richard Pollock is the godfather of the iconic street tracker
motorcycle style and the founder of famed Mule Motorcycles. His custom motorcycles have been on the cover
of Cycle World magazine a staggering number of times, and he is recognized as one of the finest custom
motorcycle builders in the world.

Recently, British Customs published an interview with him in which he discusses his upbringing, what inspired
him to become the one of the best custom builders in the world, and why he favors Triumph motorcycles when
creating a custom build. The interview can be found on the British Customs blog.

Pollock singularly runs Mule Motorcycles out of his garage in San Diego, California, where he designs and
builds a wide range of modern classic custom motorcycles. He unites his background working in the aerospace
industry with the experience he gained from decades of racing flat track at the professional level to design and
build every component that goes on his motorcycles. Pollock creates some of the best performance parts
available for modern classic motorcycles, and while any of his parts can be used to upgrade a bike, they can
transform a motorcycle when all installed together. He is attributed with inventing the style of motorcycle
called the street tracker, which is a street-legal rendition of the dirt flat track motorcycles popularly raced in the
50s and 60s.

In the interview, Pollock opens up and recalls being inspired by his father who did everything by hand to start
tinkering on everything he could. He also tells the story of how seeing his older sister return home from college
on a motorcycle wowed him and inspired him to get his own street bike. From there, he tells us, it became a
lifelong journey of growth from tinkering to racing at the professional level to becoming one of the world’s best
builders.

British Customs is also proud to announce that they have become the sole dealer of Mule Motorcycles’
aftermarket parts for Triumph motorcycles. Richard Pollock and Mule Motorcycles have become a part of
British Customs’ Pro Builder Series where British Customs offers aftermarket motorcycle parts designed by
hand-picked custom motorcycle builders. All of his parts are made to bolt on to factory specifications, and can
transform a motorcycle in a huge number of ways. Using Mule Motorcycles parts, riders can transform their
motorcycles into street trackers, dirt trackers, scramblers, cafe racers, and more.

Together, British Customs and Richard Pollock built the BC X Mule Tracker Classic and the Thruxton GP to
show the extent of customization achievable with bolt-on parts. Inspired by the heroes of the dirt oval, the
Tracker Classic is a purpose-built flat tracker. Taking the input of legendary street tracker builder Richard
Pollock of Mule Motorcycles, the bike features the Mule 7/8″ Tracker Bars, Mule Tri-Oil Cooler Kit, Mule
Swingarm Spacers, and more.

To read British Customs’ interview with Richard Pollock, visit their blog. To find out more about what Mule
Motorcycles parts are available on the British Customs online store, visit their online store.
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About British Customs:
British Customs is a Southern California-based lifestyle brand and designer of aftermarket motorcycle parts.
They are known for making the highest quality factory-spec bolt-on parts that only require common tools and
minimal technical knowledge to install. With any of their parts upgrades, the average rider can completely
customize his or her motorcycle in a weekend.

About Mule Motorcycles:
Mule Motorcycles is a custom motorcycle garage run singularly by legendary builder Richard Pollock. Pollock
makes all his motorcycles by hand, and designs them with an obsession for perfection.
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Contact Information
David Bumpus
Triton Communications
+1 3104368012

David Bumpus
1-310-436-8012

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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